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Main Idea

• In the wake of COVID, in several countries, efforts have started or intensified to help life-long 
learners navigate educational experiences

• Example: recent effort in Germany to build a

National Education Platform
“Nationale Bildungsplattform”

• Makes a lot of sense, but IMHO this should be an

Educational Ecosystem



Main Idea

• Ecosystem not mediated by one software system or one platform

• Instead, mirroring the real education ecosystem in virtual space
• highly decentralized
• enabling marketplaces and competition
• having hierarchical governing authorities and trust relationships

• Just like in real life, institutions and services
are independent entities, but part of the
same ecosystem

Uni Zurich

ETH Zurich



Main Idea

• Users are self-sovereign
• Educational experiences are self-contained
• Services are self-sufficient
• Together, these form the ecosystem



Users
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Users

• Users are in this educational economy for the long run:
• learning is life-long (elementary school to retirement: 60 years)

• … and if you are fortunate, there is life after retirement
• teaching can be life-long (degree to retirement: 40 years)

• Users participate in this ecosystem, but their identity is not tied to it:
• they also work, parent, shop, travel, volunteer, communicate, …

• Users are individuals walking through life:
• across life-stages, roles, countries, continents, …

• … and educational experiences
• Individuals have

• identities (verified through passports, etc.),
• distributed identities (limited scope), and
• credentials (verified through degree certificates, etc.)

Intellectual growth should 
commence at birth and cease 

only at death.



User Journey

• 1879*-1896: Citizen, Kingdom of Württemberg, German Empire
• 1889-1894: Luitpold Gymnasium (left without degree), Munich, German Empire
• 1896: Highschool diploma, Cantonal School Aargau, Switzerland
• 1896-1901: stateless
• 1900: Federal teaching diploma, ETH Zurich, Switzerland
• 1901-1955†: Citizen, Switzerland
• 1905: Ph.D., Uni Zurich, Switzerland
• 1908-1909: Lecturer, University of Bern, Switzerland
• 1909-1911: Lecturer, University of Zurich, Switzerland
• 1911-1912: Lecturer, University of Prague, Austro-Hungarian Empire
• 1911-1912: Citizen, Austro-Hungarian Empire
• 1912-1914: Lecturer, ETH Zurich, Switzerland
• 1914-1918: Citizen, Kingdom of Prussia, German Empire
• 1914-1933: Professor, Humboldt University, Kingdom of Prussia, German Empire
• 1918-1933: Citizen, Free State of Prussia, Weimar Republic
• 1933-1955†: Member, Institute for Advanced Studies, Princeton, United States of America
• 1940-1955†: Citizen, United States of America



User Model
Physical life Virtual life



User Model
Physical life Virtual life

Self-Sovereignty:

Users have possession of their credentials 
and documents;
they select which ones of these they give 
• to which institutions,
• for how long, 
• for which purpose, and 
• under which identity.



But …



Proof in the Olden Times

Princeton HR

Hi, I have this guy Albert 
Einstein here. He says he 
has a doctorate from your 

university. Is that so?

University of Zurich Registrar

Albert who?



Proof in the Olden Times

• With the Uni Zurich in Switzerland, that is a clunky way of getting proof, but not really a problem

• But: let’s imagine a questionable institution in a questionable country (like Germany was at the time)
• The institution knows that Albert applied at Princeton

• possible professional setbacks if not accepted
• The institution might not exist anymore
• The institution might have lost the records
• The institution or country might intentionally withhold the records

• holding data ransom
• holding back the individual

• The institution or country might intentionally tamper with the records
• The country’s authorities could find out that Albert is in the United States

• possible repercussions to friends and family back home
• persecution



Proof in Modern Times

Albert

Blockchain Time →

• Stored somewhere in the World 
and/or data wallet

• Secure self-sovereign document 
storage (compare SOLID)

• ”data pod” 
• All data encrypted, would need 

Albert’s private keys
• Same wallet he uses for his 

other stuff
• Uses distributed identities

• not traceable to Albert

• Distributed, operated by educational ecosystem
• e.g., copies at Uni Zurich and Princeton

• Only has hashes (“thumbprints”) of transactions, not the actual transactions



Proof in Modern Times

Albert

Blockchain Time →

Uni Zurich

Doctoral 
Certificate

Hash of transaction



Proof in Modern Times

Albert

Blockchain Time →

Princeton

Doctoral 
Certificate

Hash?

Yes!

28 years later



Proof in Modern Times

• Institution does not know that Albert applied

• Country does not know that Albert is in the United States
• Independent of the continued existences of the institution or the institution’s records
• Blockchain not under control of institution, tamperproof

• Certificate is under control of Albert, but tampering would be detected



Albert

Blockchain Time →

The Great
Platform

What’s 
wrong with 

this picture?



Albert

Blockchain Time →

The Great
Platform

FAKE



Self-Sovereignty in Modern Times

• These all need to be independent entities in an ecosystem
• Federated ecosystem of compatible systems, not one platform
• Essential components of the ecosystem are not even software:

• governing authorities
• whom and what do we trust?

• protocols
• taxonomies
• …

• Otherwise, back to the same problems as with the proof in olden times
• By default: don’t trust anybody!

• particularly not for the possible length of a human lifetime
• Albert’s story shows that a lot can happen in a lifetime



Self-Sovereignty in Modern Times

• It takes a village, 
not some 
platform, to build 
a self-sovereign 
educational 
ecosystem

Source: Sovrin Glossary, adapted by D. Reed



Educational Experiences



Educational Experiences

• These educational experiences are self-contained
• a book brings with it the required hardware

• pages
• binding

• a lecture happens in the required environment
• blackboard
• lights
• seats
• roof

Physics



Educational Experiences

• Many electronic learning resources 
(even if called “learning objects”) are 
not self-contained
• need players, applications, 

course management systems, 
quiz engines, etc., to “work”

• Makes the concept of reusable, 
remixable, and resequenceable
learning “objects” questionable
• content cannot be exchanged 

between platforms
• exchange standards often 

boil down to smallest 
common denominator

• Also makes the idea of one platform 
questionable

There is no application to open file

Quantum_Theory_of_Gravity

The required application could not be found. OK

Dang!



Educational Experiences

PHY SICS

Handle 
with 
care

Learning 
Content

Environment

Documents, 
movie
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ata, 

presentations, …

Streaming se
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ngine, 

course
 management sy
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Educational Experiences

• These self-contained 
educational-experience 
“objects” are plugable, 
remixable, …

• User self-sovereignty: users 
connect with these experiences
• their environments might 

have to store limited 
information about the 
user, but only under a 
distributed identity

• Some of these might be free, 
others require payments



Educational Experiences

• The ecosystem does not need 
to build these environments

• It has to provide the interface 
specs



Educational Experience

• User docks to educational resource and interacts

interacts



Services



Services

• The ecosystem will have services
• recommenders
• catalogs
• ”intake” of certifications from 

outside the ecosystem
• recruiters
• scholarship organizations
• publishers
• testing organizations
• university offices
• …

• Some of these might be free, others 
require fees



Services

• Services don’t necessarily need to know who the 
users are

• … just what they reveal
• They are self-sufficient, i.e., they don’t need to 

necessarily remember you or your history
• There can be competing offerings for the same 

service
• The platform does not need to build all of these 

services – the most important thing is to provide 
the interface specs

Educational Experience Recommender 
wants to know who you are

Educational Experience Recommender 
wants access to your dating profile

Educational Experience Recommender 
wants access to your academic transcript

Nope

Nope

Okay



Services

• User docks to service and interacts with it

• Eventually, data is stored with the user, not with the service

Interaction on
“Need to know”-basis



Services

• In fact, many required services already 
exist in many countries
• currently in physical or ”traditional 

online” mode
• no need to reinvent the wheel
• anyway, no chance for a monolithic 

new platform to successfully compete 
with all that’s already out there

• Services would need to become compatible 
with the model for users, services and 
content to participate in the educational 
ecosystem



Services

• … other ecosystems already have this – contactless and at arm’s length

Service

Interface

Us
er

 W
al

le
t Us

er



Ecosystem

• The users move around and dock 
to educational experiences, 
services, and institutions

• It takes a village!

• Just like a physical person moves 
around a downtown, going into 
stores, the post office, the railway 
station, a cinema, a restaurant, …



Ecosystem

• An ecosystem needs to be sustainable

• Room for marketplaces and competition
• Ecosystem itself needs to

• provide interface specs and taxonomies
• appoint governing authorities
• run cryptographic layers

• Might offer open-source “getting started”-code 
or toolkits for user hosting, institutions, 
environments, etc.

Spec



Ecosystem – Horizontal Thinking

Industries

Governing 
Structure

Forgotten

Wallet/Pods National 
Education
PlatformCredentialing 

Exchange
Specs

Communication 
Protocol
Crypto-
Infrastructure
Services, 
Marketplaces

Rail-X, P-
Airlines, …

A-Bank, 
Credit-C, …

Sector Travel Banking Education Government …

La
ye

rs



Ecosystem – Vertical Thinking

Industries

Governing 
Structure

National 
Education 
Platform

Wallet/Pods A-Systems, Bcom, XYZ, Inc. – any will work

Credentialing 
Exchange

National 
Education 
PlatformSpecs

Communication 
Protocol
Crypto-
Infrastructure

UVW.com – might share from same provider

Services, 
Marketplaces

Rail-X, P-
Airlines, …

A-Bank, 
Credit-C, …

FGHI.gov, Y-
Publishers, …

Sector Travel Banking Education Government …

La
ye

rs



Ecosystem – Users

• These are general wallets and data storage, which are also used in other 
ecosystems
• will also have flight tickets, COVID certificates, credit cards, …
• it is nothing more and nothing less than the user’s virtual 

representation
• Different companies worldwide may offer hosting of the users

• international competition
• users can move between hosting companies

• some basic hosting may be offered for free by the governments



Ecosystem – Users and Institutions

• Public and private institutions can reach users, who can dock right in
• lower entry threshold
• lower cost for recruitment, admissions, etc.

I want to study with you, you now 
have access to my credentials

Okay



Ecosystem – Institutions and Educational Experiences

• Institutions can select and assemble self-contained learning experiences
• content and/or environments may have licensing fees
• institution save money not having to operate and maintain course management systems, etc.

• Marketplace similar to other media, like App Stores, iTunes, …
• income for marketplace proprietors and authors

Select and assemble

Offering



Ecosystem – Users and Educational Experiences

• Users interact with the content

• Could get credentials like badges, etc.

credentials

interact



Ecosystem – Users and Services

• Services may or may not be free for user interaction

interact
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